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Joseph Beuys  Chair With Fat 1963 

Jannis Kounellis  Untitled 1968-69



Dan Flavin  Monument for V. Tatlin I  1964

Donald Judd  Concrete Constructions in Marfa 1980 - 84



Sol LeWitt  Modular Wall Structure 1968

Gerhard Merz  Studiolo 1990



Rachel Whiteread  Look On 2011

Liam Gillick  Collected Development Structures 2005



SCHELLMANNPRE-PRODUCTION



Schellmann Furniture conceives functional objects of radical simplicity based on the architectural principles of modernism and the formal
canon of minimal and conceptual art. Jörg Schellmann’s design is inspired by the objective beauty of industrial and commercial objects,
their logic and logistics. 



A piece of furniture is a cultural sign. Functionality is a condition of the design; the goal is order, simplicity and 
sculptural beauty – with a reminiscense of the archetype. 



Seat Cube

Armchair with adjoining cube(s) made of MDF.
Colors: shell MDF natural, polished and oiled, or lacquered gray;
cushions natural canvas or gray leather.
Dimensions H/W/D: shell 60 x 105 x 80 cm;
cube 60 x 80 x 80 or 60 x 40 x 80 cm.

Seat Cube is a modular system of seating and work units. The elements are made  of
medium-density wood fiberboard (MDF) in a lightweight structure. The work cubes 
feature sockets integrated in the top. The seat shells are available without cushions
for custom furnishing.

SEAT CUBE

SEAT CUBE



Sofa with adjoining cube(s) made of MDF.
Colors: shell MDF natural, polished and oiled, or lacquered gray;
cushions natural canvas or gray leather.
Dimensions H/W/D: shell 60 x 205 x 80 cm;
cube 60 x 80 x 80 or 60 x 40 x 80 cm. 

Seat Cube Double

SEAT CUBE DOUBLE



Solid natural oak or beech painted gray.
Dimensions H/W/D: 75 x 220 x 80 cm.

Wooden Table 

WOODEN TABLE



There are several ways of constructing a work of art. One is by making decisions
at each step, another by making a system to make decisions. Sol LeWitt



Armchair with work and storage space made of tubular steel
and perforated aluminum.
Colors: steel frame gray; supports natural anodized aluminum.
Cushions: natural canvas, gray or brown-orange leather;
also available without cushions for custom furnishing.
Dimensions H/W/D: 60 x 145 x 80 cm. 

Seat Frame

SEAT FRAME 



Sofa with work and storage space made of tubular steel and perforated aluminum.
Colors: steel frame gray; supports natural anodized aluminum.
Cushions: natural canvas, gray or brown-orange leather; also available
without cushions for custom furnishing.
Dimensions H/W/D: 60 x 242 x 80 cm.

Seat Frame Double

SEAT FRAME DOUBLE



Bookshelf

Freestanding tubular steel frame with folded aluminum
supports.
Colors: frame stone gray, slate gray, or gray-white; 
aluminum anodized clear.
Dimensions H/W/D: 194 x 192 x 34 cm or custom.

BOOKSHELF



Bookshelf, details



Bookshelf made of a tubular steel frame and folded aluminum 
supports, with solid and perforated aluminum sheet sliding doors.
Colors: frame stone gray, slate gray, or gray-white; aluminum 
anodized clear, solid door in seven optional colors: orange, 
yellow, oxyd red, blue, yellow-green, or the color of the frame.
Dimensions H/W/D: 194 x 192 x 38 cm.

Library

LIBRARY



Tubular steel construction with folded aluminum and MDF top.
With open U-shape storage or with industrial file cabinet drawers.  
Colors: frame stone gray, aluminum anodized clear; top and drawers light gray.
Dimensions H/W/D: 75 x 100 x 200 or 75 x 90 x 180 cm.

Desk
DESK



Wardrobe

Tubular steel frames with folded aluminum supports.
Colors: frames stone gray, slate gray, and gray-white; aluminum anodized clear.
Dimensions H/W/D:  shelf 195 x 178 x 60 cm; rack 195 x 100 x 60 cm.

WARDROBE



Tubular steel frame with perforated aluminum, with or without 
headrest/storage component. 
Colors: steel frame stone gray, gray-white or blue; aluminum anodized clear.
Dimensions H/W/D: 70 x 189 x 244 cm overall;
bed 36 x 189 x 209 cm; headrest 70 x 189 x 35 cm. 

Bed

BED



Table with two hollow-core wooden tops.
It can easily be extended partially or to double size by rolling out the
upper top, then rolling and lifting the lower top in place.
Colors: steel frame gray, tops gray and natural wood.
Dimensions H/W/D: 75 x 200 x 108.5 up to 75 x 400 x 108.5 cm.

Double Table

DOUBLE TABLE



Tube steel construction. Colors: blue, white, or slate gray.
Dimensions H/W/D: 180 x 90 x 30 cm.

Coatrack

COATRACK



Modular drawer storage made of tubular steel. The industrial plastic boxes
are guided on rails and held in an open inclined position by a tilt stop above;
optional cross beams allow the use of lower drawers as well so there are
optional 6, 9 or 12 boxes per unit.
Colors: frame gray or orange, containers gray. 
As a storage system, the frames can be configured in different color arrangements.
Dimensions H/W/D: unit 80 x 136 x 60 cm; boxes 32 x 40 x 60 or 14 x 40 x 60 cm.

Storage

STORAGE



   Same features as Storage but containers stacked vertically. 
Colors: frame gray, gray-white or yellow; containers gray. 
Dimensions H/W/D: 162 x 52 x 60 cm; 
boxes 32 x 40 x 60 and 14 x 40 x 60 cm.

Storage Vertical

STORAGE VERTICAL



Sideboard on the floor or on the wall. Similar features as Storage but with smaller containers.
Colors: frame gray, gray-white, or yellow; containers anthracite. 
Dimensions H/W/D: overall 90 x 170 x 40 cm; wall piece 30 x 170 x 40 cm; boxes 20 x 30 x 40 cm. 

Five Boxes
FIVE BOXES



Study for a Bedroom

Sleeping compartment constructed of tubular steel, perforated
aluminum and MDF, providing bed and wardrobe.
Colors: steel frame white, gray, or blue; MDF accordingly.
Dimensions H/W/D: 200 x 168 x  268 cm.



Study for a Diner

Dining booth constructed of tubular steel, laminated MDF and leather,
providing table and seats for 2 or for 4 people (with external ceiling lamp).
Colors/material: frame powder coated gray or orange; leather gray or red;
table top optional.
Dimensions H/W/D: 200 x 200 x 50 or 200 x 200 x 100 cm.



Study for a Study

Working cell constructed of tubular steel and MDF,
providing table, lamp and shelf.
Colors: steel frame yellow or blue; MDF gray or white.
Dimensions H/W/D:  200 x 300 x 200 cm



Cabinet for large size paper. Frame and industrially-produced drawers made
of steel, top lacquered MDF. 
Also available with a glass top so the top drawer can be used as a showcase.
Colors: frame gray or light gray; drawers and top light gray.
Dimensions H/W/D: 91 x 137 x 98 cm; drawer clear 5 x 127 x 91 cm.

Flat Files

FLAT FILES



STAFF LAMP



Lamp consisting of bulb, socket and tubular steel holder.
If installed on the wall, the base can be mounted concealed or exposed;
as a floor lamp, it can be mounted on the floor or placed free standing
with an optional extra raw steel base.
Colors: powder coated white, gray or yellow.
Dimensions: length 80, 115 or 185 cm; base 10 cm Ø;
additional floor base 20 cm Ø.

Staff Lamp Wall and Floor



Staff Lamp with halogen bulb for ceiling installation.
Colors/material: powder coated white, gray or yellow, or stainless steel.
Dimensions length 13.5 cm, base 10 cm Ø.

Staff Lamp Ceiling

STAFF LAMP CEILING



Daylight and warm white fluorescent lights mounted vertically in steel tubes. 
Colors: natural steel or powder coated white or gray.
Dimensions: tubes 168 cm x 3.5 cm Ø; base 2.5 x 30 x 20 cm.  

Light Poles

LIGHT POLES



In mathematics the surprising simplicity of an equation is referred to as beauty. 
That idea is also appropriate for furniture.



Two-part folded aluminum wall shelf.
Colors: natural anodized aluminum or powder coated
gray-white, orange or yellow. 
Dimensions H/W/D: 30 x 180 x 30 cm overall.

Split Shelf

SPLIT SHELF



Folded aluminum table with resting top.
As the top is held in place by the projecting leg
corners, the aluminum frame can be ordered by
itself and custom equipped with any top.
Material/colors: frame natural anodized aluminum 
or powder coated gray-white or gray; top optional. 
Dimensions H/W/D: 75 x 200 x 90 cm.

V-Table

V-TABLE



Aluminum side or coffee table with tray.
Colors: table natural anodized aluminum or 
powder coated gray-white; tray slate gray.  
Dimensions: 74 cm x 52 cm Ø.

Tray

TRAY



Seat shell (Polypropylene) on a cast aluminum support.
Colors: natural cast aluminum, shell slate gray or orange.
Dimensions H/W/D: 79 x 50 x 51 cm.

Pylon Chair

PYLON CHAIR



Seat shell (Polypropylene) on a cast aluminum support
with armrests.
Colors: natural cast aluminum, shell slate gray or orange. 
Dimensions H/W/D: 79 x 50 x 51 cm.

Pylon Armchair

PYLON ARMCHAIR



Cast aluminum table support, axel base adjustable from 140 to 220 cm.
As the top is designed to just rest on the support of the projecting legs,
the stand can be ordered by itself and used with any top (i.e. wood, glass),
varying in desired thickness and length.
Material/colors: support natural aluminum; top optional.
Dimensions H/L/D: support from 69 x 200 x 96 cm up to 69 x 280 x 96 cm;
top from 90 x 200 up to 90 x 360 cm approx.

Pylon Table

PYLON TABLE



Allora & Calzadilla, Under Discussion, 2004/05 (detail)
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RAL COLORS 1018 ZINC YELLOW
2004 PURE ORANGE
3009 OXYD RED
5017 TRAFFIC BLUE
6018 YELLOW GREEN 
7015 SLATE GRAY
7030 STONE GRAY
9002 GRAY WHITE
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